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Why?
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-LUC +LUC

Sojaskrå 0,965 6,059

Vegetabilsk olie Raps 1,983 2,913

Vegetabilsk olie 50% 

Palmeolie 50% PFAD

7,010 8,585

Hestebønner 0,387 0,685

Græsprotein (ikke dok.) 0,120 0,213

Rapskager 0,551 0,720

Solsikkeskrå 1,027 1,226

Non certified Palm oil cause 

deforestation in South Asia

Palme oil is the must potent 

CO2 footprint ingrediens in or 

feed mixtures.



GOALS
1. We will remove palm oil 

from our feed and avoid 
deforestation in south Asia

2. From 2023 there will be no 
indirect Palme oil in feed stuff 
for animals in Danish Crowns 

value chain in Denmark.

3. This will reduce the footprint 
of the feed mixtures with 9% 



Appendix

The world’s forest are under enormous pressure. From Danish Crown, we

want to share responsibility to ensure that palm oil does not cause 

deforestation. This means that we must work to ensure that Danish 

Crown use of palm oil are either reduced or produced responsible

(certified) and do not contribute to deforestation
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Danish Crowns action plan

•Danish Crown will ensure that the physical palm oil that is part of 
the company's production is certified by a third party or verified. 
Danish Crown will request RSPO or RSPO equivalent certificates / 
credits to cover the company's Danish production with effect from 
1 of October 2021. 

1. Step 

•By 2022 50% of all physical palm oil or derivate of palm oil that is part of 
the company’s value chain will be replaced by more sustainable 
alternatives.

•The rest will be requested as physical RSPO Palm oil or derivate of this to 
cover the company's Danish production

•

2. Step 

•From 2023 there will be no indirect Palme oil in feed stuff for 
animals in Danish Crowns value chain

3. Step 



1. Step
In the short run

• Danish Crown will ensure that we live up 

to our obligations to the Danish Alliance 

for Responsible palm oil. 

• We will complement with RSPO 

Certificates until 2022

• Danish Crown will request RSPO or RSPO 

equivalent certificates / credits to cover 

the company's Danish production with 

effect from 1 of October 2021. 

•
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2. Step

• By 2022 50% of all physical palm oil or derivate of palm 

oil that is part of the company’s value chain will be 

replaced by more sustainable alternatives.

• The rest will be requested as physical RSPO Palm oil or 

derivate of this to cover the company's Danish production
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Member of responsible palm oil 

alliance in Denmark



3. Step
In the long run

• From 2023 there will be no 

indirect Palm oil in feed stuff 

for animals in Danish Crowns 

value chain.

• We will request physical RSPO 

Palm oil to cover our processed 

production in Danish Crown.
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Palmeolie Consumption – Danish Crown DK
Approximately 10.000 tons/year

(Annual DK import 250.000 tons/year)

BU Consumption (tons)

Pork (DK) 0,5 kg/pig 6500

Friland 0,2 kg/pig 200

Danish Crown BEEF (Ungkvæg) 0,1 kg/dyr (Beef status) 500

Danish Crown BEEF 0,3 kg/dyr (Beef status) 1000

Danish Crown Foods  (Meat purchased) Danish markets 2000

Danish Crown Foods (DK) (purchased pure palm Oil certified allready) 200

Total Soy ca. 10.000 tonnes
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